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Figure 1: The same event reconstructed by anti-kT (left) and its VR modification (right). Note
that in going to the VR algorithm, the high-pT jets (dark blue, green) have been reduced in size
while softer jets (yellow, purple, light blue) have grown. In this example, only the two harder jets
are expected to exhibit VR-symmetry, and the softer jets are saturating the Rmax = 1.0 constraint.

Our signal and background samples have both been generated in Pythia 6.4.14 [10],
with parton-level signal events generated in MadGraph 4.4.5 [11]. We use nominal LHC
beam parameters (14 TeV proton-proton collisions). Final state hadrons are grouped into
!" ! !# = 0.1 ! 0.1 calorimeter cells between "3 < " < 3 and assigned massless four-
momenta based on the calorimeter energy. These calorimeter cells are the starting point
for the recursive jet clustering.

We use the FastJet 2.3.4 [1, 2] package for the AKT and CA algorithms, and we
wrote new FastJet plugins for the AKT-VR and CA-VR algorithms. For each kinematic
scenario, we scan over a range of jet parameters to optimize the jet algorithm performance.
To keep the comparison fair, we limit the maximum e!ective R of the VR jet cones using
Rmax as in Eq. (2.7), and scan the R0 parameter of the fixed cone algorithms from 0 to
Rmax. In the three cases below, we find a universal improvement in using the VR algorithms
over their fixed R cousins.

3.1 Resonance Decays Without Background

The simplest test of a jet algorithm is resonance reconstruction without standard model
background. We consider resonances with backgrounds in Section 4. Here we consider
the scenario of a color-octet scalar X, of negligible width, in the process gg # X #
gg.4 We scan the jet parameters up to a maximum radius Rmax = 1.5, and optimize the
parameters to maximize the percentage of events reconstructed in a narrow mass window
(mX ± 25 GeV) around the true resonance mass.5 The results of this optimization are
shown in Table 3 for four di!erent values of mX .

The resonance invariant mass plots from this analysis can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.
The results indicate a uniform improvement in going from the original algorithms to their

4The X couples to gluons via the operator Tr(XGµ!Gµ!).
5The ±25 GeV mass window was chosen by hand to approximate the width of the reconstructed peaks

after showering and hadronization. It is not related to the perturbative resonance width, which is zero, or

calorimeter smearing, whose e!ects we have not included.
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Based on “Jets with Variable R”, arXiv:0903.0392, with Jesse Thaler and Lian-Tao Wang
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! Scattering events at hadron colliders produce colored particles that 
radiate and shower. 

! To understand the hard process we must use jets as an approximation 
to the short distance kinematics.

Jets



Jet Algorithms

! Jet algorithms provide a prescription for clustering all the calorimeter 
cells of an event into a few four-vectors (the jets).

! Many such algorithms exist (too many to name), but they can be 
distinguished by a few traits:

! How do they cluster: Cones?  Sequential recombination?

! How are things combined: By angle?  Hard -> Soft?  Soft ->Hard?



Jet Size

! All of these algorithms cluster in a boost invariant manner by using 
rapidity, azimuth, and pt. 

! The angular distance measure becomes:



! The resulting jets from these algorithms all have a constant angular 
size (all the circles below have the same radius).
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F igu re 1: T he same event reconst ructed by ant i-kT (left ) and i ts V R modifica t ion (right ). Note
t ha t in going to t he V R algori t hm, t he high-pT jets (dark blue, green) have been reduced in size
while softer jets (yellow, purple, light blue) have grown. In t his example, only t he two harder jets
are expected to exhibi t V R-symmet ry, and t he softer jets are sa t ura t ing t he R m a x = 1.0 const raint .

O ur signal and background samples have bot h been genera ted in Py t h i a 6 . 4 . 14 [10],
wi t h par ton-level signal events genera ted in MadG r aph 4 . 4 . 5 [11]. We use nominal L H C
beam parameters (14 Te V proton-proton collisions). F inal st a te hadrons are grouped into
  !   = 0.1 ! 0.1 calorimeter cells between " 3 <  < 3 and assigned massless four-
moment a based on t he calorimeter energy. T hese calorimeter cells are t he st ar t ing point
for t he recursive jet clustering.

We use t he Fas t Je t 2 . 3 . 4 [1, 2] package for t he A K T and C A algori t hms, and we
wrote new Fas t Je t plugins for t he A K T - V R and C A - V R algori t hms. For each kinema t ic
scenario, we scan over a range of jet parameters to op t imize t he jet algori t hm performance.
To keep t he comparison fair, we limi t t he maximum e  ect ive R of t he V R jet cones using
R m a x as in E q. (2.7), and scan t he R 0 parameter of t he fixed cone algori t hms from 0 to
R m a x . In t he t hree cases below, we find a universal improvement in using t he V R algori t hms
over t heir fixed R cousins.

3.1 R eson a nce D ecays W i t hou t B ackgrou n d

T he simplest test of a jet algori t hm is resonance reconst ruct ion wi t hou t st andard model
background. We consider resonances wi t h backgrounds in Sect ion 4. H ere we consider
t he scenario of a color-octet scalar X , of negligible wid t h, in t he process gg  X  
gg .4 We scan t he jet parameters up to a maximum radius R m a x = 1.5, and op t imize t he
parameters to maximize t he percent age of events reconst ructed in a narrow mass window
(m X ± 25 G e V ) around t he t rue resonance mass.5 T he resul ts of t his op t imiza t ion are
shown in Table 3 for four di  erent values of m X .

T he resonance invariant mass plots from t his analysis can be seen in F igures 2 and 3.
T he resul ts indica te a uniform improvement in going from t he original algori t hms to t heir

4The X couples to gluons via the operator Tr( X Gµ  Gµ  ).
5The ± 25 GeV mass window was chosen by hand to approximate the width of the reconstructed peaks

after showering and hadronization. It is not related to the perturbative resonance width, which is zero, or

calorimeter smearing, whose e  ects we have not included.
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Sample event clustered with the anti-kt algorithm



! In Jets with Variable R we ask what happens when we let the 
characteristic size of a jet vary.

! The paper contains guidelines for writing sequential recombination 
algorithms with non-constant R that are theoretically robust (IR/
collinear safe).  Go out and try your own ideas!

! For the rest of the talk, I’ll discuss a particular implementation of 
these algorithms which we call VR.

Letting R Vary



Figure stolen from John Conway’s PGS talk: http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/lhco_c06/conway/

VR Jets

! Using rapidity and azimuth 
to describe an event can be a 
little unnatural.

! The figure to the right shows 
why: circles of constant R are 
projected onto the theta/phi 
sphere.  They are large in the 
central region, but small in 
the forward areas.



! Imagine producing a resonance and decaying it to two 

jets.  To lowest order, the radiation from these should 

look the same regardless of their orientation.

! If we try to analyze such an event with a fixed R 

algorithm we have a Goldilocks problem:  the resulting 

jets will inevitably be too small in the forward regions 

and too large in the central region.



! So if we let the radius of a jet (R) scale as 

R ! 1
pT

! To resolve this problem, imagine starting with a jet of 
constant energy (E) and opening angle in theta/phi (S).  
If we rotate it, E & S will stay the same while pt and R 
will change.  

! Now, for small angles and masses:

! Then as we vary the orientation of the jet the opening 
angle (in theta/phi) will stay the same!
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Figure 1: The same event reconstructed by anti-k T (left) and its VR modification (right). Note
that in going to the VR algorithm, the high-pT jets (dark blue, green) have been reduced in size
while softer jets (yellow, purple, light blue) have grown. In this example, only the two harder jets
are expected to exhibit VR-symmetry, and the softer jets are saturating the R m a x = 1.0 constraint.

Our signal and background samples have both been generated in Py t h i a 6 . 4 . 14 [10],
with parton-level signal events generated in MadG r aph 4 . 4 . 5 [11]. We use nominal LHC
beam parameters (14 TeV proton-proton collisions). Final state hadrons are grouped into
  !   = 0.1 ! 0.1 calorimeter cells between " 3 <  < 3 and assigned massless four-
momenta based on the calorimeter energy. These calorimeter cells are the starting point
for the recursive jet clustering.

We use the Fas t Je t 2 . 3 . 4 [1, 2] package for the AKT and CA algorithms, and we
wrote new Fas t Je t plugins for the AKT-VR and CA-VR algorithms. For each kinematic
scenario, we scan over a range of jet parameters to optimize the jet algorithm performance.
To keep the comparison fair, we limit the maximum e  ective R of the VR jet cones using
R m a x as in Eq. (2.7), and scan the R 0 parameter of the fixed cone algorithms from 0 to
R m a x . In the three cases below, we find a universal improvement in using the VR algorithms
over their fixed R cousins.

3.1 Resonance Decays Without Background

The simplest test of a jet algorithm is resonance reconstruction without standard model
background. We consider resonances with backgrounds in Section 4. Here we consider
the scenario of a color-octet scalar X , of negligible width, in the process gg  X  
gg.4 We scan the jet parameters up to a maximum radius R m a x = 1.5, and optimize the
parameters to maximize the percentage of events reconstructed in a narrow mass window
(m X ± 25 GeV) around the true resonance mass.5 The results of this optimization are
shown in Table 3 for four di  erent values of m X .

The resonance invariant mass plots from this analysis can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.
The results indicate a uniform improvement in going from the original algorithms to their

4 T he X couples to gluons via t he op era tor Tr( X G µ  G µ  ).
5 T he ± 25 G e V mass window was chosen by hand to approxima t e t he wid t h of t he reconst ruc t ed p ea ks

af t er showering and hadroniza t ion. I t is not rela t ed to t he p er t urba t ive resonance wid t h, which is zero, or
calorime t er smearing, whose e  ec ts we have not included.
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The same event clustered with fixed R (left) and VR (right)



! In our paper we test the VR algorithms in a number of scenarios

! Single resonance reconstruction (with and without background)

! Multiple resonance reconstruction ( pp >X >YY > 4J )

! Gluino endpoint reconstruction

! In general, we see a 10-20% improvement in signal efficiency over the 
anti-kt and Cambridge-Aachen algorithms.  Moreover, we have not 
fully optimized the algorithm so additional improvement might be 
expected.

Results



Reconstruction of a 500 GeV Resonance
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! We have two implementations of VR available as 

plugins for Fastjet (tested with versions 2.3.4 and 2.4.0).

! You can download them from http://jthaler.net/VR

http://jthaler.net/VR
http://jthaler.net/VR


! New applications of VR jets

! Top jet reconstruction

! Combining VR/fixed cone into one algorithm

! New jet algorithms

! Removal of ISR (dynamic pruning)

! Reconstructing boosted objects

! Better split/merge

Future Directions



! All current jet algorithms have a fixed R size.  

! It’s possible to write IR/collinear safe algorithms where R varies.  
There are many possibilities and we encourage you to come up with 
new ideas.

! We have demonstrated this by writing a boost invariant algorithm 
where R scales as the inverse of pT for better treatment of resonances/
symmetric events.

! Initial results with VR show improvement over anti-kt and C/A.

Conclusions



! To cluster jets with a non-constant R in a sequential recombination 
algorithm you can define the jet distance measures, for n<=0, to be:

where Reff regulates the jet radius scaling behavior.

Appendix: Sequential Recombination Implementation

dij = min(p2n
Ti, p

2n
Tj)R

2
ij , diB = p2n

TiRe ! (pTi)2

! For more information on how sequential algorithms work see our 
paper, or look at Gavin Salam’s CTEQ summer school lectures 
available from

http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/~salam/repository/talks/2008-cteq-mcnet.pdf

http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/~salam/
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/~salam/

